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Voorwoord
Die wêreld is elke dag besig om te verander met die hoop op `n beter toekoms vir almal. Die ware leiers
staan uit as gevolg van hul visie en hulle word bewonder en met entoesiasme en toewyding gevolg.
Ek sal graag wil sien dat die Boran-ras se sterkpunte saamgevoeg word om sodoende alle moontlike
geleenthede aan ons ras te bied om suksesvol te wees. My visie is dat ons as telers soos een man sal saamstaan en dat ons met harde werk en toewyding ons doelwitte sal bereik. Onthou dat geen individuele lid of
groep groter is of kan wees as die Boran self nie.

•

Daar bestaan`n gulde geleentheid om gedurende ons eie leeftyd die heel beste vleisbeeste te teel.

•

Die Boran Genootskap is `n hegte genootskap met goeie kommunikasie, asook toegewyde en entoesiastiese lede.

•

Wêreldgehalte tegnologie is tot ons beskikking. Die toekoms is daarom in ons hande.

•

Die Boran Genootskap beskik oor `n bekwame, toegewyde Raad en kantoorpersoneel, wat saamwerk
tot voordeel van die ras.

•

Met duidelike doelwitte en strategieë, asook `n goeie bemarkingsplan , word ons ras raakgesien.

•

Daar word nou saamgewerk met invloedryke rolspelers in die beesvleis-bedryf om `n premie vir kommersiële boere te beding.

•

Ons as telers is werklik geseënd en ek verneem gereeld van suksesverhale van ons telers!!

Ek wil elke teler aanmoedig om soveel as moontlik hulpmiddels in te span om hul onderskeie kuddes meer
mededingend te maak.
“Start by doing what is necessary, then what is possible, and suddenly you are doing the impossible.”
- St. Francis of Assisi
Sterkte met die teling van u prag Borane!!!!!
Eloff Muller
PRESIDENT
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Preface
The world is ever changing with the hope of a better future for all of us. True leaders rise above the rest due
to their vision and are admired and followed because of their enthusiasm and dedication.
I would like to see that the strengths of the Boran breed be merged to ensure success and opportunity for
this breed. My vision is that all breeders will be working together as a team with hard work and devotion.
Remember that no member or group is larger than the Boran breed.

•

There is an unbelievable opportunity in our own lifetime to breed the best beef cattle possible.

•

The Boran Society is a very close society with good communication, loyal and enthusiastic members.

•

World class technology is at our disposal and therefore the future is in our hands.

•

The Boran Society is fortunate to have a competent and loyal Council, as well as office personnel that are
working together to the advantage of the breed.

•

Because of definite goals and strategies and a sound marketing plan, the breed is noticed.

•

We are working close together with influential role players in the beef industry to negotiate premiums
for farmers.

•

We are most definitely blessed and I constantly hear success stories of our breeders!!

I would like to encourage every breeder to employ as many means as possible to make their stud more
competitive.
“Start by doing what is necessary, then what is possible, and suddenly you are doing the impossible.”
- St. Francis of Assisi
Good luck with the breeding of your gorgeous Borans!!!!!
Eloff Muller
PRESIDENT

Boran 2014
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Editorial

2014 will probably be a year that many of us farmers will
remember for many years to come. The largest part of the
country was still enduring one of the most severe droughts
where other parts were flooding and others again having
their best year in many. It was an eye opener to me, how
such difficult times can drive man back to his Creator. Just
becoming quiet and finding strength to tackle the challenges and making the time to spend much needed quality time
with one’s wife and kids. Forgetting about the “competition”
against the neighbour or fellow breeder, and rather reaching out to one another. It was also amazing to hear so many
testimony’s of farmers, some for whom on the day they gave
up and gave over, the rains came. It seems to me that in a
large way the “mucho man” attitude of many have been broken, seeing big men come with their stories, mentioning our
Creator with tears in their eyes from gratefulness.
Concerning the journal, like every year it’s a battle to meet
the deadlines and trying the impossible of keeping everyone
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happy and satisfied. We have really tried to keep things
fresh and to place articles of relevance for everyone. I would
like to encourage all to read the articles in the journal, I really
think it will be to your benefit.
I would like to thank everyone who responded to my request last year and gave their input and for those who assisted with articles. Thanks a million to our two office lady’s
Christine and Hesther who jumped in with great vigour and
assisted me tremendously!
May the year ahead be a blessed one for all of us and always
remember we entered the world with nothing, we will exit
the world with nothing, so make time for the ones in your
life that really matter. Try to live your life without creating
regret for when you are older.
God Bless
Mario

Boran 2014
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“Of course I treat golf as a business – but one that
I love. Anyone who’s successful in life has to
enjoy what they do”
Charl Schwartzel, SA golfing champion
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The role

Performance Recording
Japie van der Westhuizen
South African Stud Book and Animal Improvement Association
BACKGROUND
Boran cattle, like specimens of all other breeds in the world
possess certain unique characteristics that benefit efficient
production. In the case of the Boran (like other breeds in
Africa) these characteristics have only been discovered
at a relatively late date in history. The reason for this was
that the local African breeds were perceived to be inferior
compared to other breeds, especially those from Europe
and Britain. These assumptions were mainly based on differences in growth rate and other performance outputs in
temperate environments and intensive production systems.
Boran herds were also kept where the environmental constraints were of such a nature that average production values could not be compared meaningfully with that of beef
cattle managed more intensively or with a more abundant
supply of needs.
The “discovery” of unique properties in the Boran breed,
mainly linked to survivability, efficient production and
finishing under conditions found in tropical and subtropical
areas, has led to assumptions regarding the interrelationships among the expression of different production traits.
It is however not known how many of these assumptions
are based on myth or on preconceived ‘mind’ pictures. All
selection decisions should, however, be based on scientific discovery and linked to the sustainability of production. Sustainability of production will in turn mainly be
influenced by profitability and the harmonisation of the
production system with the available (natural) resources
(e.g. available fodder and quality).
22
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and Improvement
should play in the Boran Breed.
It is therefore appropriate to separate myth from reality
when establishing breeding objectives and mating plans for
Boran cattle.
This article will serve as a guide to address the realities
faced by Boran breeders.
WILL PARTICIPATION IN PRODUCTION RECORDING (TESTING) HAVE ANY EFFECT ON THE BORAN BREED?
The mere fact that the performance properties of animals
are recorded individually or collectively cannot change
them. Genetic change is only effected through selection
based on the available information.
Recording therefore assists users (and others) in assessing
the levels of outputs and inputs of animals and the continued environmental constraints on the production of these
animals. When none, or a limited number of trait expressions are recorded, users are totally (or maybe partially) in
the dark about the true potential of individual animals and
how they interact within the constraints put on them by
the environment. South Africa, in the services offered by
SA Stud Book, has a well-developed infrastructure for beef
cattle recording on par with the best in the world.
The straight answer is therefore that participation in Performance Recording will not change the Boran. The only genetic changes that will occur will be due to natural genetic
drift (survival of the fittest and fixation due to inbreeding)
and the decisions people will make in selecting specific
animals as parents for the next generation.
DEFINING BEEF PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
Lerner and Donnald (1966) remarked:
‘… when controversy arises between breeders and geneticists it is mostly about goals, less about method and not at
Boran 2014
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all about theory.”
What is needed to effectively direct genetic change (in a
desired direction)?

•
•

Measurement of the available genetic diversity among
all the animals in the breed.
Estimation of the genetic differences among animals
and the (inter)relationships among the traits important

•

for production efficiency.
Identification of animals fitting into the ultimate breeding objective by defining goals and matching animals
to them. Adequate variation usually exists to even allow for relationships (genetic correlations) that do not

•

favour the ultimate objective or individual goals.
Working out breeding plans that will ensure optimum
effects to achieve these goals.

The setting of goals will therefore be the first step. The
obvious broader goal will be to increase the biological (and
therefore economical) efficiency of the whole breed. As
far back as 1992, Prof Carl Roux wrote a series of scientific
articles stipulating this possibility through increases in
different traits. He clearly showed total herd efficiency can
be changed, (for the better) by changing the abilities of
individual animals for specific traits. By selecting individuals
on their value as parents, (breeding values) the progeny will
perform in such a manner that efficiency of the whole herd
is enhanced.
Efficiency in itself can be defined as:
Efficiency =
number of saleable animals x weight x value
devided by
number of breeding stock x maintenance + number of
growing animals x maintenance
This simple equation shows the importance of reproductive
efficiency, mothering ability, low maintenance requirements
(also as a consequence of adaptation in a specific set of
environmental and other constraints), weathering external
and internal factors (such as parasites or having an immune
system capable of coping with exposure to disease causing
organisms) influencing production output, growing and
finishing capabilities relative to each animal’s maintenance
requirements (as required by the production system) and a
product (meat) of acceptable (or superior) quality.

Boran 2014

PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY IS THE NAME OF THE GAME.
The approach should be:

•
•

To use common sense where all performance building blocks, physiological processes and relationships among them are taken into consideration.
Use real recorded data to establish a system where it is possible to use selection to
achieve ultimate goals.

Due to genetic differences, also within a breed, is caused by millions of genes interacting as well as causing physiological processes to take place; this in turn puts an animal
in a specific position (ranking in comparison with its contemporaries) when exposed
to certain environmental circumstances. Anyone that has measured animals for different traits under the same conditions will know that the average value for the measured
group only gives a very small insight into the real situation. These measurements vary
around the mean due to genetic differences as well as the specific animal’s reaction on
the environmental effects. The following illustration gives some insight into those physiological factors influencing production output of a beef cow.
The relationships between feed-intake, digestive processes and other factors contributing to production outputs in a beef cow.
Beef cattle differ genetically in their ability for the following reasons:

•
•

To take in feed above maintenance, meaning that some cattle have more nutrients
available for the production processes than others.
To adapt to a specific set of circumstances; vast differences (variation) can be observed in using available nutrients effectively to maintain body temperature within
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the normal range, get rid of parasites or to restrain from wasting energy on non-

•
•

productive activities.
Utilizing available feed sources, especially where grass differs in lignin content.
Generating heat from the feed taken in, leading to differences in the heat load that
needs getting rid of. This extra burden on some cattle, especially in tropical and subtropical areas, leads to vast differences in efficiency of feed utilization and ultimately,

•

production efficiency.
Non-absorption of feed in the digestive tract. There is ample scientific evidence that
variation exists among animals. This can even, to a large extent, be for less palatable grass, like that in the tropics and sub-tropics. Obviously differences will have a
genetic base, especially if variation exists despite equal treatment (such as camps,

•

calving status, etc.)
Differences in retention rate of nutrients through rumination or mobilization from
body tissue. This might also differ due to effects such as the general condition of the
animal (that in turn could be a function of, for example, coping with environmental

•

stress, which in itself is a result of genetic differences among animals).
Differences in ability to mobilize nutrients, especially energy, from body tissue. The
prime example of this is the ability of dairy animals to mobilize energy during the
first semester of lactation. Differences among cattle of different genetic compositions also exist in locality and amount of fat deposition (channel fat versus subcuta-

•

neous fat).
Wastage through gas and heat production, as well as energy, needed for maintenance. Generally heat production can be classified in heat produced in the body
from:
- Basal body functions (produced from organs) (35-70%),
- Daily maintenance (production of digestive juices, chemical processes, etc.),
- Behaviour (patterns and means to adjust to environmental circumstances),
- Performance (processes needed in milk production and meat/muscle production) &
- Management regime (strains due to management such as distance to water, etc).

Once the wasted nutrients are subtracted from those available, animals will differ genetically in terms of channelling available nutrients towards one or more of the production
functions. At this level it means that channelling nutrients to one production function will
have less available for the other functions. This could explain some of the genetic correlations estimates among these production functions (e.g. the negative genetic correlation between milk and direct growth).
Selection for traits enhancing production efficiency in the beef cow will therefore
favour animals using the available nutrients most efficiently.
Based on the explanation how processes interact, all the practically measurable traits
contributing to the different aspects of production efficiency should be recorded and
included in a comprehensive selection plan.
In practical terms, this means that the Boran breed should agree on the measurement of
a minimum number of traits for ALL animals (non-selective recording) to be able to draft
minimum breed requirements and to form the basis for the identification of animals to
be used as parent stock (eg bull mothers, embryo donors and AI bulls).
Boran 2014
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Measuring the following traits are suggested:
Trait
Mating list (AI date, bull in and out)
Birth date recording
Birth weight
Cow weight at birth of calf
Pre-weaning weight (50-150 days)
Weaning weight
Cow weight at weaning of calf
Female Yearling weight
Female 18 Months weight
Extensive farm growth test for bulls
Scrotum circumference
Body length and height (bulls)
RTU carcass measurements

Compulsory

Highly recommended
X

Optional

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Meaningful participation in recording has some important conditions:

•

Herd size and calving distribution.
The basis for any comparison is the test (contemporary) group. Comparisons in small groups can become less informative as all the animals in a group are compared against the group mean (this even forms the base for BLUP breeding value predictions). Where a herd is too small and/or the calving distribution is evenly distributed in the year (no
breeding seasons), group sizes can be too small for fair comparisons. Some rules of thumb exist, namely trying to keep
contemporary groups, within sex, to five or more animals and to ensure that the animals measured are the offspring
of at least two (or more) sires. It is desirable to breed with at least 30 breeding females and to apply only one breeding season of a maximum of three months. Even in a case where the weaning percentage is 80% and two different
environmental variables have to be considered (such as different camp types) the minimum contemporary sizes will be
six animals per sex.
This condition should, however not deter any breeder (irrespective of herd size and lack of breeding seasons) from

•

recording the production traits of his animals.
No selective recording.
All animals (calves) should be recorded (measured). Selective recording leads to wrong ranking of animals as the mean

•

of the recorded group can not be a reflection of the true mean.
Correct allocation of animals to contemporary groups.
The breeder is the most knowledgeable person to allot a specific animal to a contemporary (test) group, based on
observation. For example, the breeder will know if a calf has been sick or if two camps will have different effects on the
performance of an age group of animals.
Boran 2014
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ONTMOET DIE ‘LEGEND’ IN
ONS LEGENDARIESE STOET

PT12-17
Pa:
Ma:

N09-31
(Legend)
MHB08-44 (Jackie)

links na regs I PT12-18,PT12-19, PT12-21

Pa:
Ma:

N09-31
(Legend)
MHB08-44 (Jackie)

PT12-14
Pa:
Ma:

N09-31
(Legend)
CTM08-09 (Chantè)

WILCO DU TOIT

082 496 2974

wilco@nwisp.co.za

NILS PIETERSE

084 606 4817

pratosborane@gmail.com
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Nasionale Veiling
National Auction & Dinner
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Produktiefste Kudde vir 2013 - Tambaraine Boran

Trofee vir ras bevordering - Vrystaat Boran Klub

Elite koei van die jaar - Collett Farming
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VST

VASTRAP
B RAN
“Quality genetics has no price”
Quentin de Bruyn
quentin@ntelecom.co.za
084 592 4245 • 051 924 2424
www.vastrapboran.com

Quentin & Marisa de Bruyn

Our exciting and adventurous journey with the Boran continues. In 2013 VASTRAP BORAN hosted its inaugural auction at
Vastrap farm in Ladybrand. In a bid to offer quality animals in a transparent manner, we offered all pregnant 2004 females and
all our top 2009 bulls for sale. This policy yielded good dividends. The auction was extremely well supported and we take
pride in the fact that 100% of the animals offered were sold. A huge thank you to everyone who travelled from far and wide to
support us!
Our 2nd production auction will take place on Friday, 15 August 2014. This year VASTRAP BORAN will be offering all its
pregnant 2007 females (no exceptions) and 20 of our best (performance tested) 2011 bulls.
VASTRAP BORAN’s breeding philosophy emphasises the role of the mother-line in producing great offspring. In past journals
we have introduced several of our dam genetic bloodlines, including GINGER (KPO 303), JACKIE (K6K 2228), ROSE (KPO 21),
CINDY (K6K 2184) and KELLY (ADC 5761). This year we are proud to present Odette (KPO 1698) and Savanna (ADC 8408).
Sales of top quality semen and embryos are very much part of VASTRAP BORAN’s marketing strategy. We flush only the top
10% of animals for our own breeding programme and all excess embryos are frozen and made available for sale. This ensures
that you will always have access to our top genetics!

Rustin MHB 06-30 with his CLUSTER of boran cows
40

Please visit our website at www.vastrapboran.com to view our
animals and for information on semen and embryo sales.

VST

VASTRAP
B RAN

2nd VASTRAP BORAN
Production Sale
Friday, 15 August 2014 at 11h00
Vastrap Farm, Ladybrand. S 29 07.768, E 027 19.862

www.vastrapboran.com

Cindy MHB 07-10
(Cindy MHB 04-06 x Voorslag TLM 02-03)
In partnership with Bar Circle, Bos Blanco,
Peinke Ranch and Frontier Boran.

All 2007 pregnant SP cows (no exceptions) are on
offer from top bloodlines.
Cindy, Hope, Savanna & Jackie.

20 of the best performance tested 2011
bulls are on offer.
Sons of Voorslag, Rustin, Khan, B 04-42 & Metusaleg.
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VASTRAP
B RAN
“Quality genetics has no price”
Quentin de Bruyn
Vastrap, Ladybrand • quentin@ntelecom.co.za
084 592 4245 • 051 924 2424
www.vastrapboran.com

INTRODUCING the ODETTE bloodline
The ODETTE bloodline derives its name from the white swan in Swan Lake. ODETTE hails from the
Ol Pejeta granddam KPO 1698. This dam was picked for her white colour and milk (as a bonus she
was polled) to pair with one of the top Mogwooni bulls ever, K6K 3094, which was also white. This
established the ODETTE bloodline at Mollshoop Boran.
Three magnificent snow white animals were born from this pairing: Ollie MHB 05-13, Odette MHB
05-05 and Odette MHB 05-17. The females are feminine with lots of milk and great temperament. They
flush extremely well averaging almost 20 embryos per flush. Ollie MHB 05-13 is a stocky bull with an
extremely broad back and manly head.
The Odette bloodline is exclusive to Mollshoop Boran and these three animals are the only KPO 1698
offspring in South Africa.

Odette MHB 05-17 (K6K 3094 x KPO 1698) - more beautiful than a white swan.
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Odette MHB 05-05 (K6K 3094 x KPO 1698)
Polled and snow white with awesome capacity.

Ollie MHB 05-13 (K6K 3094 x KPO 1698) Great head, broad
and straight back with a backside to match (800kg).

INTRODUCING the SAVANNA
bloodline
Jacques Moll bought Savanna TLM 00-03 from the Terry McLintock
dispersal sale. The SAVANNA bloodline hails from the Mutara
granddam ADC 8408. Mutara genetics have become very rare since
the demise of Kenya’s state-run herd in the 2010 drought, once the
largest gene-pool of Boran genetics in the world. On the sire side the
bloodline goes back to HVT 95-03 and 1603, some of the best older
genetics.
Savanna together with Hope was one of Jacques’ favourite animals.
She has bred some really incredible offspring including Savanna MHB
07-16 and two top class stud sires, namely Striker MHB 05-02 (Buffel
TLM 02-01) and Saffron MHB 08-30 (Voorslag TLM 02-03), which is
the only 2008 MHB bull kept in the herd as a stud sire. The Savanna
bloodline is one of those rare lines which breeds both excellent
females and outstanding sires – a very rare attribute!

Savanna TLM 00-03 (HVT 95-03 x B 96-09)
The stud sire factory.

Savanna MHB 07-16 (Khan MHB 04-27 x TLM 00-03) - on offer at the 2014 VASTRAP BORAN auction!

Saffron MHB 08-30 (TLM 02-03 x Savanna TLM 00-03)
The only 2008 MHB retained by VASTRAP BORAN
Quentin de Bruyn
Vastrap, Ladybrand • quentin@ntelecom.co.za
084 592 4245 • 051 924 2424
www.vastrapboran.com

Striker MHB 05-02 (TLM 02-01 x Savanna TLM 00-03)
Stud sire at Kieras and Boran poster boy!!
VST
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klubs
B4 Veiling – Humansdorp
Ons hartlike dank aan al ons ondersteuners die afgelope jaar en ook tydens die veiling van 2013. Dit was
‘n moeilike jaar met die droogte wat ons gehad het. Dank aan ons Hemelse Vader vir uitkoms wat ons
ontvang het met goeie reën intussen.
Die ledetal in ons gebied is besig om teen ‘n vinnige tempo te groei en ons is baie opgewonde daaroor.
Ons betrek ook nou ‘n groot hoeveelheid van ons telers in die gebied wat hul diere op die B4 veiling
aanbied.
Die B 4 lede bestaan uit:
Jacques Steenkamp (Peet Steenkamp Familie Trust) 082 925 3932
Corn & Johann vd Watt (Sandsonia Borane) 082 885 3188
Pieter van Vuuren (Vlamkloof Borane) 084 800 0528
Gert Barnard (Chan-te-Mar Borane) 083 278 2116
Die veiling van 2014 sal DV plaasvind op Saterdag 20 September 2014 by die GWK veiling lokaal in
Humansdorp. Top kwaliteit diere gaan aangebied word. Hierdie een moet u bywoon.
B4 Groete

HOT 07 02 is verkoop vir R 120 000 aan Mnr. Ockert Werner van Model
Borane. Verkoper Marcel Barnard van Chan-te-Mar Borane.
Boran 2014
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Kwazulu Natal Boran Club
2013 kicked off in great style when we held a promotion
day at Simon Hodgson and then moved on to Norman

left deep in thought and many quite excited, and armed
with plenty of reading material. Thank you to all who
helped at the Royal.

and Ant Arde. Our ±70 visitors were impressed with what

The club then had a fairly quiet period as we headed into

they saw as they vied top stud stock to the best crossbreds

the fire season. Until a pretty dry spring made its appear-

you could expect to see anywhere in the country. The day

ance. Then Tim, Jamie, Julius and a few others attended a

ended with a Braai and drinks and great Boran discus-

promotion day at Plessislaer aimed at emerging farmers.

sions around the fire. Well done Simon, Norman, Ant and

Tim gave a short talk to some 30 people and lots of Zulu

families.

brochures that the club had printed were handed out dur-

15 Club members then set off on a Tour of the Eastern
Cape. We visited The Pienke’s family, Jaco van Rensburg,
Steven Johnson, Darrel Fetting, Johannes Norval and the

ing the day. Rick Hackland had some crossbreds on display.
Thank you to all involved. A big thank you to the Society
for the financial assistance for the Royal Show.

Ainsley family who are commercial cattle men in the Ad-

Looking forward we have plans for another active Boran

elaide area. We saw great cattle and met wonderful people,

year.

where new friendships were made. A lot of laughter and
banter was had by all. Thank you to all our hosts and also
thank you to the members who made the tour.
The Clubs next show piece was the Royal Show where
members rallied to man our stand and answer questions on
the breed. A stud bull and a stud cow were on display and

Cheers, Mark
CHAIRMAN - MARK HANSMEYER - 0835787816
- hansmeyerboran@gmail.com
VICE CHAIRMAN – PIETER GENIS - 0828991502
- pietergenis@pgsborans.co.za

some crossbreds. Club members had a get together on the
Wednesday and had a braai at lunch time. Many interested
visitors passed through the stand during the week and all
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Waterberg Boran Klub

‘n toer na Mpumalanga, Hurwitz, Elandspruit en Bundu
Borane. Die toer word afgesluit by die Oewer Skou te Let-

Die WATERBERG BORAN KLUB het weereens ‘n sukses-

sitele, waar sommige telers Borane ten toon stel.

volle “Out Of Africa” veiling gehou op 19 Oktober, 2013 te
Warmbad Veemark, naby Bela Bela.

‘n Groep jong beeste is ook weer na die Mara Toetsstasie
gestuur vir ‘n veldtoets evaluering.

Die Klub het homself gevestig in die Bosveld met goeie
belangstelling in die ras en daarom is besluit om ‘n tweede

Nampo is natuurlik weer deel van ons beplanning en

veiling binne een jaar te hou. Die veiling vind plaas op 5

belangstellendes sal aangenaam verras wees met die diere

April, 2014 en die klem val op vroulike diere. Die jaarlikse

wat ons gaan vertoon.

Oktober veiling sal plaasvind op 18 Oktober, 2014 op
dieselfde plek.

Die jaarlikse Studiegroep, waar nuwe belangstelling in die
ras geprikkel word, sal weer op 8 Maart, 2014 plaasvind, by

Die jaarafsluiting was gehou by Ockert Werner van Model

Dr Johan Henning van Marones Borane.

Borane. Na afloop van die afsluiting, is na die beeste gaan
kyk.

Dit gaan voorwaar ‘n besondere Boran-jaar wees!

Beplanning vir 2014 is gedoen en word daar afgeskop met

Boran 2014

Christo Pistorius VOORSITTER
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